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Preface 

This document is an update to the specifications contained in the following products 

specification documents: 

 Intel® Server Board S2600KP Product Family 

 Intel® Server Board S2600WT Product Family  

 Intel® Server Board S2600CW Product Family 

 Intel®  Server Board S2600TP Product Family 

 

It is intended for hardware system manufacturers and software developers of applications, 

operating systems, or tools. This document focus is on providing the user with all known 

errata regardless projected severity. If you encounter issues not documented here, please 

report them to your Intel Representative.   

The titles used in the errata are copied from the submitters and are not always very clear. The 

best method for using this document is to search for keywords related to an issue you may be 

experiencing. 

Nomenclature 

Errata are design defects or errors. Errata may cause the server board behavior to deviate 

from expected or published specifications. Hardware and software designed to be used with 

any given processor stepping must assume that all errata documented for that processor 

stepping are present and functionality could change as the errata is addressed. 

Production Release code is identified with multi-decimal code ID strings such as those shown 

below which are the starting point for this document:  

BIOS R01.01.0003 

BMC 01.05.6802 

ME 03.00.06.274 

 

Current Release 

Product Family BIOS ME BMC FRUSDR  

(Platform Specific) 

SUP ID 

S2600WT R01.01.0008 3.00.07.154 01.18.7601 1.06 557151 

S2600KP R01.01.0008 3.00.07.154 01.18.7601 1.04 557101 

S2600CW R01.01.0008 3.00.07.154 01.18.7601 1.07 TBD 

S2600TP R01.01.0008 3.00.07.154 01.18.7601 1.04 557102  
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Summary Tables of Errata 

The following tables provide an overview of known errata and known document changes that 

apply to the specified Intel® Server Products. The tables use the following notations: 

Fixed: xxx This erratum was fixed in the specified release code and in all future 

releases. 

No Fix: There are no plans to fix this erratum. 

Fix In Future  

WIP: 

A fix is understood but release of code is pending. 

Under Investigation – Work In Progress 

Blue: This erratum is either new or has been modified from the previous update. 

Table 1. Open Errata Summary 

No. Plans Description of Errata  -- Common Code Issues 

EPSD100244200 

EPSD100244149 WIP  

Sighting of CATERR during extended power cycling test (>200 

cycles) 

EPSD100244429 WIP The system sporadically hangs at post code 0x89 

EPSD100245114 

EPSD100245075 WIP "Unable to establish LAN session" failure during AC cycling test 

EPSD100245060 

Fix in Future 

BIOS 

System intermittently reboots due to watchdog timer failure when 

in BIOS 

EPSD100245126 WIP 

PCT Comprehensive tests reports an error for BLOCKIODRIVE using 

some RAID cards. 

EPSD100246351 

Fix in Future 

BIOS 

If Boot Mode set to UEFI via ITK then “Launch EFI Shell” option will 

be missed in Boot Menu (F6) 

EPSD100027156 

Fix in Future 

BMC There is no event logged for sensor "Voltage Fault" on riser 3 

EPSD100246325 WIP 

When in EFI shell and using the Remote KVM feature, typing a 

character using the Shift key will not work on 1st try 

   

  S2600WT 

 NA None 

   

    S2600CW 

 NA None 

   

    S2600KP 

EPSD100245556 WIP 

The "Ctrl+Alt+Del" button on the KVM window does not always 

work when SUT is in EFI 
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No. Plans Description of Errata  -- Common Code Issues 

    S2600TP 

 NA None 
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Table 2. No Fix plan – Not a Defect 

EPSD100026331 No Fix [ WHQL] Debug Capability Test (Logo) failed when MMIO is enabled 

EPSD100244256 

EPSD100244240 No Fix SOL is not displaying the 1st line of information on page refresh. 

EPSD100243709 No Fix E5-2603 Turbo Boost not functional in RH 6.5 

EPSD100243834 

EPSD100242648 

EPSD100243149 

EPSD100027034 

EPSD100027035 No Fix 

Reports LAN Leash has been lost asserted, then de-asserted on 

chassis reset 

EPSD100244412 

Not a 

Defect 

RTC Status left enabled after some PCIe OpROM load causing 

potential for system hang 

EPSD100244442 

Not a 

Defect 

After disabling NIC controllers, the OPROM for the controllers are still 

displayed and configurable. 

EPSD100245143 

Not a 

Defect PCI slots are reporting erroneous slot numbers 

EPSD100244547 

Not a 

Defect ACPI tables HEST and BERT don't contain complete information 
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Table 3. Closed Errata Summary 

No. Plans Description of Errata 

Common Code Issues 

EPSD100243613 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

The IPv6 Network Configuration cannot be configured 

under UEFI mode  

EPSD100243829 

EPSD100243787 

EPSD100243846 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

EFI shell not responding to keyboard properly after BMC 

update  

EPSD100026836 

EPSD100026833 

EPSD100244376 

EPSD100244377 

EPSD100244379 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

The F9 values of "Resume on AC Power Loss" at the 

different setup page are not the same.  

EPSD100243994 

EPSD100244043 

EPSD100243897 

EPSD100244024 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

SOL the keyboard does not function when BIOS setup with 

UEFI mode.  

EPSD100243112 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

Population of single DIMM out of sequence may result in 

system hangs during OS warm reboots.  

EPSD100244053 

EPSD100244054 

EPSD100244052 

EPSD100244051 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

After running cmd "syscfg /bbo "" EFI NW HDD", the boot 

order change under F2 page could not be saved  

EPSD100243947 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

DIMM C1, C2, D1, D2 were repeatedly displayed in the 

SMBIOS log. PCT quick test also resulted wrong when using 

CPU's with one home agent  

EPSD100244186 

Fixed in BIOS 

R0.01.0004 

Power Restore Delay Value minimum not long enough for 

BMC boot time 

EPSD100244275 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 TxT cannot be enabled when using uEFI Boot mode. 

EPSD100026833 

EPSD100026836  

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

The F9 restore default does not reset the "Resume on AC 

Power Loss" power setting unless pressed in Server 

Management tab. 

EPSD100026935 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 The Default Value of SOL and Console Redirection 

EPSD100026931 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

Error message “Question value mismatch with Option value! 

Press Enter to continue” reported when disabling boot 

devices 

EPSD100244388  

EPSD100244371 

EPSD100244380 

EPSD100244387 

EPSD100244374 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

The SYSCFG tool is not able to set the  "Resume AC power 

loss" parameter using the command "syscfg /s syscfg.ini /f 

/b" 

EPSD100244367 

EPSD100026821 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

The system will delay longer (30 seconds) when Reset to 

Default is done in BIOS UEFI boot mode 
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No. Plans Description of Errata 

Common Code Issues 

EPSD100244394 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

uEFI iSCSI Boot attempts can be saved without filling in the 

target name. 

EPSD100026893 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 i350 (Powerville) IOM OpROM doesn't load during post 

EPSD100244174 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 

Security vulnerability on SMI GetVariable interface was 

captured by SeCOE 

EPSD100244596 Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 "Post DXE driver errors" after every power cycle. 

EPSD100244208 Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0005 SEL intermittently reports therm trip 

EPSD100245152 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

SMBIOS problem cause the latest IDA7.17.RC6 boot failure 

with the 12G SAS RS3LC bridge 

EPSD100243827  

EPSD100244480 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0007 Selecting wrong boot device in RH7 results in system hang. 

EPSD100026786 

EPSD100243758 

Fixed In BIOS 

R01.01.0006 

Unable to boot to RHEL 6.5 x64 when enabling "VT for 

Directed I/O" in BIOS setting with SAS 3008. 

EPSD100026173 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0007  

Driver Health Protocol (DHP) not working correctly for 

ESRT2 in UEFI Boot mode. 

EPSD100244587 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 Incorrect ACPI table causes NUMA issues in Linux 

EPSD100244594 

Fix in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

System booted with only 1 QPI link trained and no errors 

were reported 

EPSD100026973 

Fixed in Bios 

R01.01.0008 

Dual port IB IOM G52882-351 is showed as "single-port" 

description in BIOS setup menu. 

EPSD100244393 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 uEFI iSCSI boot configuration is lost after reboot 

EPSD100244738 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

Unplug USB scanner and then re-plug scanner back in ,USB 

scanner is inactive in EFI 

EPSD100240251 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 Secondary SATA info loading before Primary SATA info 

EPSD100245307 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

[X] Pressing multiple F6 from SOL or console skips through 

boot manager. 

EPSD100244490 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 The BIOS isn't reporting QPI link errors 

EPSD100027078  

EPSD100027079 Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

Help text "Intel(R) ESRT2 (LSI*)" RAID mode not match with 

BIOS. Updated to reflect new uEFI driver. 

EPSD100245498 

EPSD100245480 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 TPM 2.0 enabling support  

EPSD100027076 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 [SMBIOS] Type 8 no information for NGFF (M.2) device 

EPSD100245810 

EPSD100245811 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0008 

Syscfg_v13.1.4:a lot of invalid BIOS items displayed in 

syscfg.ini by command:syscfg /s syscfg.ini /f /b 

   

EPSD100244070 

Fix in BMC 

01.06.6835 RMM4 keyboard dead after BMC cold reset.  
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No. Plans Description of Errata 

Common Code Issues 

EPSD100244041 

EPSD100244023 

Fixed in BMC 

01.06.6835 Cannot connect to BMC during power cycle test. 

EPSD100243920 

Fixed in BMC 

01.06.6835 

BMC flash process breaks SOL session until system is 

rebooted 

EPSD100241684 

Fixed in BMC 

01.06.6835 

Other Unknown Events intermittently display in BMC/EWS 

SEL until browser is refreshed 

EPSD100244127 

Fixed in BMC 

01.06.6835 

LCP does not display an error message or turn amber when 

a correctable memory error is entered in SEL 

EPSD100243954 

Fixed in BMC 

01.06.6835 

The BMC blocks front panel power button when a soft 

power control failure happens 

EPSD100243688 

Fixed in BMC  

01.06.6835 

BMC Web GUI is inaccessible after High frequency network 

scan 

EPSD100241497 

Fixed in BMC  

01.06.6835 

The BMC cannot be contacted until AC power cycle after 

restoring defaults 

EPSD100244513 

Fixed in BMC 

01.14.7204 

BMC web console may incorrectly decode some BIOS POST 

Codes. 

EPSD100244476 

Fixed in BMC 

01.07.6909 IPMB Bridging commands to satellite controllers fail 

EPSD100244363 

Fixed in BMC 

01.07.6909 

BMC may log false throttling events in the SEL when a 

thermal Trip event occurs 

EPSD100244410 

Fixed in BMC 

01.07.6909 

SEL log cannot differentiate between Therm Trip and FIVR 

Fault. 

EPSD100244255 

Fixed in BMC 

01.07.6909 Some of DIMM sensors show the critical status in EWS. 

EPSD100026932  

Fixed in BMC 

01.07.6909 

Alert Email Setting page title is different than the Help page 

title in the BMC Web Console. 

EPSD100244362 

EPSD100244978 

Fixed in BMC 

01.10.7004 / BIOS 

R01.01.0008 Reset after CATERR leaves system in a hung state 

EPSD100244504 

EPSD100244505 

Fix In BMC 

01.11.7046 

Syscfg V13 B18 - In UEFI boot mode the /bbo command 

returns an error 

EPSD100244507 

Fixed In BMC 

01.11.7046 

Local Control Display Panel Option scrolls through all SEL 

events instead of just errors after updating to BMC 1.06 

EPSD100244574 

Fixed in BMC 

01.11.7046 

SMASH can start a SOL session when SOL is disabled on all 

channels 

EPSD100245035 

EPSD100244850 

EPSD100245037 

Fixed BMC 

01.14.7204 

BMC uses wrong Event Type (does not match EPS) for Auto 

Config Status events 

EPSD100244946 

EPSD100244948 

EPSD100244949 

EPSD100244950 

Fixed in BMC 

01.11.7046 Update of OpenSSL code to address CVE issues. 

EPSD100240602 

EPSD100243525 

Fix in BMC 

01.13.7172 PCIe SSDs do not show as present in the EWS  

EPSD100027051 

Fixed in BMC 

01.13.7172 

Failing to log out or close EWS browser can result in EWS 

being unreachable after ~ 2000 log in’s. 
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No. Plans Description of Errata 

Common Code Issues 

EPSD100245078 

EPSD100027014 

EPSD100244850 

Fixed in BMC 

01.14.7204 

AutoCfg Status messages appear periodically in SEL during 

power cycling.  

EPSD100244506 

Fixed In BMC 

01.14.7204 

Rapid DC cycling may cause BMC to stop responding to 

Chassis Power Control commands (ON/OFF) 

EPSD100244944 

Fixed in BMC 

01.15.7272 BIOS setup option for Reset on ERR[2] is not functioning 

EPSD100244829 

Fixed in BMC 

01.15.7272 

EWS login failed during run DC cycle after ~700 consecutive 

logins  

EPSD100245382 

EPSD100245532 

EPSD100245535 

Fixed in BMC 

01.17.7464 

Voltage Fault (#0xD1) reports it has been asserted during 

boot and \or LED status expect "on" but "blink" 

EPSD100245539 

Fixed in BMC 

01.17.7464 

BMC sporadically stops responding to network IPMI 

requests 

EPSD100245559 

Fixed in BMC 

01.17.7464 

Cannot set "User Lockout Time (min)" to 0 in ews-

Configuration-Security Settings page 

EPSD100245760 

Fixed in BMC 

01.17.7464 

SDR 3rd party chassis error message misleading to 

customers. 

EPSD100027162 

Fixed in BMC 

01.18.7601 

System still can be power on when front panel temperature 

is higher than 60 

EPSD100243289 

EPSD100244455 

Fixed in BMC 

01.17.7464 

SEL shows "Warning event: BMC FW Health reports SSB 

Temp has failed and may not be providing a valid reading." 

during warm cycle. 

EPSD100245450 

EPSD100245145 

EPSD100245449 Fixed in BMC 

1.17.7464 IPMI commands to BMC not working on first attempt 

EPSD100026971 

Fixed in BMC 

1.17.7464 

DC cycling test will get some failed messages after IPMI on 

and IPMI soft off 

   

EPSD100244030 

EPSD100026783 

Fixed in ME FW 

03.00.06.277 

When an Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor is installed, the CPU 

cores may not be disabled  

EPSD100243480 

EPSD100243264 

EPSD100243181 

EPSD100243320 

Fixed in ME FW 

03.00.06.277 

The System Event Log (SEL) may record an unnecessary 

SPS FW Health critical event during reboot.  

EPSD100243480 

EPSD100243264 

EPSD100243181 

Fixed in ME FW 

03.00.06.277 

EWS server health page sensor reading shows “Not 

Available" for “PS Fan Fail" sensor. 

EPSD100242602 

EPSD100242696 

Fixed in ME 

03.00.07.114 

During power cycling test the SEL log may record a SmaRT 

& CLST Assertion followed by a Deassertion event. 

   

 

  S2600WT 

EPSD100243816 Fixed in FRUSDR The BMC shows sensor for PS2, IO module, and SAS 
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1.03 module when they are not present 

EPSD100027160

EPSD100027277 Fixed in FRUSDR 

1.06 Only detect 750 Watt Power Supply (DC Input) Module 1 

   

    S2600CW 

EPSD100243972 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.004 FCOE BIOS Setup option misses in the CWP platform  

EPSD100026827 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.004 No iSCSI Option ROM option under BIOS Setup  

EPSD100026828 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.004 

PXE Option ROM option string shows 1Gbe instead of 

10Gbe  

EPSD100245440 

Fixed In BIOS 

R01.01.0007 CWP LAN1 link down when doing DC cycle test with ITAS 

EPSD100026936 FRUSDR1.02 SDR auto-update failed on 550W SKU 

EPSD100244415 FRUSDR1.02 

A curve ID 0x05 data issue in Cottonwood Pass FRUSDR 

1.01 

EPSD100244366 

Fixed in BMC 

01.14.7204 

HDD drive presence log was logged during DC cycle stress 

test 

       S2600KP 

EPSD100244443 

Fixed in BMC 

1.07.6909 12Gb SAS Bridgeboard Sensor 0x9E not Accessible 

EPSD100244439 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0004 PCIe fails to detect a card in custom riser 

EPSD100244511 

Fixed in BMC 

01.13.7172 1600W PSU Fan Oscillation 

EPSD100244671  

EPSD100245351 

Fix in BMC 

01.14.7204 AC power on / off cycle stepping test fail 

EPSD100245790 

Fixed in FRUSDR 

1.04 Wrong product name H2200KP during FRUSDR update 

       S2600TP 

EPSD100026915 

Fixed in BIOS 

R01.01.0006 

The storage card 81605Z HDD not detected when inserted in 

the riser4_slot4_PCIex16. 

 EPSD10024451

1 

Fixed in BMC 

01.13.7172 1600W PSU Fan Oscillation 

EPSD100244671  

EPSD100245351 

Fix in BMC 

01.14.7204 AC power on / off cycle stepping test fail 

EPSD100245788 Fixed in FRUSDR 

1.04 Wrong product name H2300TP during FRUSDR update 
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Errata Details 

The following sections provide in-depth descriptions of each erratum/documentation change 

indicated in the tables above. The errata and documentation change numbers referenced in 

the following sections correspond to the numbers in the tables above. 

ID Number EPSD100243613 

 The IPv6 Network Configuration cannot be configured 

under UEFI mode 

Problem If a system is configured to use UEFI boot, the ipv6 setting in the PCI Configuration 

-> UEFI Option ROM Control -> IPv6 Network Configuration tab is not 

configurable. 

Implication IPv6 cannot be used if UEFI boot is selected. 

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243829 EPSD100243787 EPSD100243846 

 EFI shell not responding to keyboard properly after BMC 

update 

Problem After running the BMC update in standalone mode, the keyboard buffer becomes 

corrupted. A letter 'e' appears at the command prompt.  

Implication Additional keyboard commands may not work as intended after flashing BMC. 

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround Use SUP script when flashing or Reboot after flashing BMC. 

  

ID Number EPSD100026836 EPSD100026833 EPSD100244376 

EPSD100244377 EPSD100244379 

 The F9 values of "Resume on AC Power Loss" at the 

different setup page are not the same.  

Problem When using the F9 key in BIOS setup to load the system default values, the value 

for "Resume on AC Power Loss" in the Server Management tab will not be 

impacted unless the F9 key is pressed while in the Server Management tab. 

Expectation is that pressing F9 from any BIOS setup screen should reset all BIOS 

variables to the defaults. 

Implication "Resume on AC Power Loss" setting will remain at whatever it was when F9 is 
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pressed. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround Restore defaults from the Server Management tab. 

  

ID Number EPSD100243994 EPSD100244043 EPSD100243897 

EPSD100244024 

 SOL the keyboard does not function when BIOS setup 

with UEFI mode. 

Problem When a system is configured to UEFI boot mode and SOL is enabled, the remote 

SOL session will not have keyboard access. The issue has been root caused to the 

system automatic configuration for SOL setting the flow control to "NONE" where 

the embedded driver is expecting it to be set to "RTS/CTS". 

Implication Unable to use SOL when using UEFI mode.  

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243112 

 Population of single DIMM out of sequence may result in 

system hangs during OS warm reboots. 

Problem This issue was found in OS reboot cycle testing when a single DIMM was placed in 

slot C1.  

The platform TPS specifies for each CPU, DIMMs need to be installed in order. CPU 

1, Channel A, B, C, D, CPU2 Channel E, F, G, H, Starting with the 1st blue slot in 

each channel, then moving to slot 2, then slot 3.  

A future BIOS release is planned to relax this requirement. 

Implication Intermittent system hang if memory is not populated in the recommended order.  

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround Follow correct DIMM installation order. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244053 EPSD100244054 EPSD100244052 

EPSD100244051 

 After running cmd "syscfg /bbo "" EFI NW HDD", the boot 

order change under F2 page could not be saved  

Problem Setting the UEFI boot order using the SYSCFG tool prevents the boot order from 
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being modified in BIOS setup. 

Implication Users may not be able to modify boot order as expected. 

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround 1) Restore defaults (F9) to clear ALL the BIOS options, then set all BIOS options as 

desired and the desired boot option and save (F10). 

2) Continue to use SYSCFG to set new Boot options. 

  

ID Number EPSD100243947 

 DIMM C1, C2, D1, D2 were repeatedly displayed in the 

SMBIOS log. PCT quick test also resulted wrong when 

using CPU's with one home agent  

Problem DIMM reporting is incorrect in the SMBIOS log and the PCT tests. The issue is 

caused by an error in BIOS coding Fix in the next BIOS release. 

Implication The Logs report the DIMM C1, C2, D1, D2 several times and G1, G2, H1 and H2 as 

missing.  

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243834 EPSD100242648 EPSD100243149 

EPSD100027034 

 Reports LAN Leash has been lost asserted, then 

de-asserted on chassis reset  

Problem The Intel® System Event Log (SEL) may wrongly record Lan Leach Lost events 

during boot cycles. Lan Leash Lost should only occur when 1) an active Network 

link to the BMC is dropped such as unplugging the network cable or 2) a switch 

rebooting or 3) if the AC is applied with the Network connected and then the cable 

is removed. 

Currently 3 Root Causes have been identified.  

The 1st was Fix in the BMC 01.05.6802.   

The 2nd is trending towards being the issue described in 537946_Technical 

Advisory TA-200 where some switches can take up to 90 seconds to link causing 

link down errors in the SEL. There is no Server level fix for this behavior  

 

The 3rd is fixed in BMC 01.14.7204 

 

Current behavior:  
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EventID:0002      Time Stamp:06/18/2014 09:10:32      SensorName:Physical 

Scrty        Sensor Type:Physical Security (Chassis Intrusion)     Description:reports 

LAN Leash has been lost -Asserted  

 

EventID:0003      Time Stamp:06/18/2014 09:10:47      SensorName:Physical 

Scrty        Sensor Type:Physical Security (Chassis Intrusion)     Description:reports 

LAN Leash has been lost –Deasserted 

Implication No reported functional implication to this issue. If the link is truly dropping, a 

network session to the BMC or RMM4 would be lost. 

Status No Fix Plan.  

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243289 EPSD100244455 

 SEL shows "Warning event: BMC FW Health reports SSB 

Temp has failed and may not be providing a valid 

reading." during warm cycle. 

Problem During cycle testing 1 in 2105 cycles resulted in the BMC access to the Server 

South Bridge (SSB) not being available. This was found to be a lock up in the I2C 

link between the BMC and the chipset. Changes made in BMC 01.06.6835 improve 

but did not fix the issue. 

Implication A read failure of the SSB thermal sensor would cause fans to ramp to high speed 

and a chassis warning LED to flash.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround AC cycle system to reset the I2C link. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244041 EPSD100244023 

 Cannot connect to BMC during power cycle test.  

Problem During AC cycling testing an intermitted issue was found where the BMC could not 

be accessed over the network. This was seen both in AC testing and in a BMC 

restore default reboot test.   

Implication AC cycle needed to restore BMC network communications. 

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244070 

 RMM4 keyboard dead after BMC cold reset. 

Problem After a BMC reset (flashing BMC code or otherwise), normal operation requires the 

user to re-log in to the BMC EWS and reopen a new RMM4 session. The RMM4 

session may not always provide Keyboard or Mouse. The issue does not occur all 

the time.  

Implication Unable to use KVM after BMC reset. 

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround Log out; close all browsers and KVM sessions. Log back in a second time. If not 

successful an IPMItool bum reset cold while logged out should return KVM 

functionality. 

  

ID Number EPSD100243920 

 BMC flash process breaks SOL session until system is 

rebooted 

Problem During the BMC flash process, the BMC is reset. After the BMC reset, a SOL session 

cannot be re-established until the next BIOS reboot. 

Implication SOL sessions during flash updates or any BMC reset will require a server reboot to 

re-establish the SOL session. 

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244030 EPSD100026783 

 When an Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor is installed, the 

CPU cores may not be disabled  

Problem When an Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor is installed, the CPU cores may not be able 

to be disabled by the following remote IPMI command. 

 ipmitool -H %ip% -I lanplus -U %name% -P %password% -t 0x2c -b 6 raw 0x2e 

0xc1 0x57 0x01 0x00 0x10 0x07 0x14 0x00 0x02 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 

0x00 0x00 0x0A 0x00  

Implication Users may find the CPU cores are still displayed as “ALL” in BIOS Setup -> 

Advanced -> Processor Configuration -> Active Processor cores after sending 

disable command and reboot. No issue when the Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor is 

uninstalled.  

Status Fix in ME FW 03.00.06.277 

Workaround Users can use BIOS setup screen to disable CPU core instead of IPMI commands. 
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ID Number EPSD100243264 EPSD100243181 EPSD100243320 

 The System Event Log (SEL) may record an unnecessary 

SPS FW Health critical event during reboot.  

Problem The Intel® System Event Log (SEL) may record the following unnecessary SPS FW 

Health critical event during reboot. 

 CRITICAL event: SPS FW Health reports SPS Health event type FW status. Internal 

error during firmware execution. Image shall be updated to other version or 

hardware board repair is needed if the error is persistent. 

Implication This issue has no functional impact. 

Status Fix in ME FW 03.00.06.277 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243480 EPSD100243264 EPSD100243181 

EPSD100243955 

 EWS server health page sensor reading shows "Not 

Available" for "PS Fan Fail" sensor. 

Problem PS Fan Fail Sensor was a power on sensor, when node1 is powered off, the BMC in 

node1 will stop to monitor PS Fan Fail Sensor. All other nodes cannot get valid 

reading from node1 so log it as "Not Available". 

Implication Unable to monitor PS fan when Node 1 is powered off. 

Status Fix in ME FW 03.00.06.277 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243972 

 FCOE BIOS Setup option misses in the CWP platform 

Problem The X540 support for FCOE on this platform’s BIOS was not enabled. 

Implication FCOE will not work until the BIOS is updated to the next release. 

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100026827 

 No iSCSI Option ROM option under BIOS Setup  

Problem iSCSI boot for CWP is missing in the boot setup screens. The BIOS common code 

has added subsystem ID check for option ROM. But the subsystem ID of CWP NIC 

devices didn't get included in the BIOS table. 

Implication CWP is not able to use iSCSI boot at this time. 

Status Fixed in  BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100026828 

 PXE Option ROM option string shows 1Gbe instead of 

10Gbe 

Problem In BIOS setup for the X540 CWP board, the PXE option rom incorrectly identifies 

the NIC as 1G. 

Implication No functional impact, but could confuse operation. 

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100242602 EPSD100242696 

 During power cycling test the SEL log may record a 

SmaRT & CLST Assertion followed by a Deassertion 

event.  

Problem The Intel® System Event Log (SEL) may wrongly record SmaRT & CLST events as 

the unit power cycles. 

 Transition to non-critical from OK – Assert 

Transition to OK - Deassert 

Implication This issue has no functional impact, but is caused by the system ME reading the 

PSU registers as the PSU is powering down. 

Status Fixed in ME 03.00.07.114 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100241684 

 Other Unknown Events intermittently display in 

BMC/EWS SEL until browser is refreshed  

Problem The issue is very rare and believed to be caused by new SEL entries being added 

while trying to read the current SEL entries. When the event occurs the SEL may 

report many pages of Other Unknown Events.   

Implication This issue has no functional impact, but is caused by the system ME reading the 

PSU registers as the PSU is powering down. 

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround Save SEL to file or refresh browser. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244127 

 LCP does not display an error message or turn amber 

when a correctable memory error is entered in SEL 

Problem When a Memory ECC Sensor SEL event for a Correctable ECC error is logged to the 

SEL, the LCP does not turn amber and does not display the error. The status LED 

in this instance does blink green when the error is generated. 

Implication This issue has no functional impact.  

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243954 

 The BMC blocks front panel power button when a soft 

power control failure happens  

Problem In the event of a double failure where the PSU power_good fails, then a soft power 

control failure will be issued and the BMC blocks front panel power button at this 

moment to prevent the >4s power button press from shutting down the system. 

Implication This issue requires 2 faults to occur and is not likely to happen.  

Status Fix in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244255 

 Some of DIMM sensors show the critical status in EWS.  

Problem R2 stepping CPU home agent may not report DIMM status correctly to BMC EWS. 

Implication EWS may show a critical status error for DIMMs when using these CPUs. 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.07.6909  

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244186 

 Power Restore Delay Value minimum not long enough 

for BMC boot time 

Problem In BIOS setup the minimum value for Power Restore Delay Value is 25, but the 

BMC will take ~45 seconds to boot.    

With Resume on AC Power Loss set to <Power On>, Power Restore Delay set to 

<Fix>, and Power Restore Delay Value set to 25, if the system experiences an AC 

loss / recovery event, the system will start booting after the BMC has finished 

booting, which is about 45 seconds, not the designated 25 seconds.  

Implication The platform BMC requires 45 seconds to boot. The minimum Power Restore 

Delay Value will be modified in the next BIOS release.    

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244275 

 TxT cannot be enabled when using uEFI Boot mode. 

Problem When the server is configured for uEFI boot mode, the TXT driver will not load.  

Implication Customer is unable to use TXT in uEFI boot mode. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100244256 EPSD100244240 

 SOL is not displaying the 1st line of information on page 

refresh. 

Problem The first line transmitted is usually a blank line and this line is not displayed on the 

receiving SOL system.   
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Implication No functional impact. No required data has been identified in the 1st line of the 

screen. Evaluation of the risk of changing from 24x80 SOL to 25x80 sol was rated 

as high to 3rd party SOL tools.    

Status No Fix 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100026786  EPSD100243758 

 Unable to boot to RHEL 6.5 x64 when enabling "VT for 

Directed I/O" in BIOS setting with SAS 3008.  

Problem The current iMR stack does not support Vt of Directed I/O for the SAS 3008. The 

system may display an L2/L3 cache error detected on the raid controller. 

Implication This option is not supported at this time.    

Status Fixed In BIOS R01.01.0006 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244200 EPSD100244149 

 Sighting of CATERR during extended power cycling test 

(>200 cycles)  

Problem The CPU0 CATERR and SPS FW Health error is logged in SEL during extended 

power cycling test with 24 DIMM configurations. Root Cause efforts are in 

progress. The failure seems specific to a tiny number of systems, which makes 

Root Cause efforts difficult. Issue RC is still under investigation. 

Implication This CATERR is only occurring during POST. Rebooting clears error.    

Status WIP  

Workaround BMC 01.10.7004 modifies the system reset after a CATERR to a full “cold” (DC 

off/on) reset which allows the system to recover if this event occurs.  

Disabling USB 3.0 in BIOS set-up will prevent the failure in one of the two failing 

signatures captured.  
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ID Number EPSD100026833 EPSD100026836  

 The F9 restore default does not reset the "Resume on AC 

Power Loss" power setting unless pressed in Server 

Management tab. 

Problem F9 should set all BIOS setting back to the defaults. This one setting is only 

changed to default if the F9 is pressed while in the Server Management tab.  

Implication This should have minimal impact as the setting will remain at the previous setting.    

Status Fixed in BIOS D627 - R01.01.004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243709 

 E5-2603 runs at a minimum frequency in RH 6.5  

Problem RH6.5 OS setting for "up_threshold" setting prevents non-turbo boost CPUs to run 

at a full speed.  

Implication If customer does not apply the workaround, the system will run very slow. 

Status No Fix 

Workaround The “UP_THRESHOLD” parameter in “/etc/sysconfig/cpuspeed” of RH6.5 needs to 

be set to a value of "90" or below while using CPU E5-2603 or other CPUs that do 

not support Turbo Boost mode. 

  

ID Number EPSD100026936 

 SDR auto-update failed on 550W SKU 

Problem When flashing FRUSDR 1.00 or 1.01 on systems with 550w PSU and 2 Fans, the 

system show error messages of “Fan configuration is not valid” and "SDR auto 

update failed" with a SEL entry of "Chassis auto detection error". 

Implication The FRUSDR will not correctly load in this configuration. 

Status Fixed in FRUSDR 1.02 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244504 EPSD100244505 

 Syscfg V13 B18 - In UEFI boot mode the /bbo command 

returns an error 

Problem Using Syscfg V13 B18 and the system is set to UEFI boot mode, the command 

syscfg /bbo (System Boot Order in detail) reports the following error message:  

 

Error:  boot device node cannot be found  

 

Expected behavior:  The Syscfg command /bbo would display detailed boot 

information when the system is in UEFI boot mode and would not give an error. 

Implication Users may not be able to use the Syscfg tool to report or set boot order when UEFI 

boot mode is selected. 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.11.7046 

Workaround Users will need to configure boot options in BIOS setup. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244506 

 Rapid DC cycling may cause BMC to stop responding to 

Chassis Power Control commands (ON/OFF)  

Problem Using IPMI commands to rapidly (Not allowing POST to complete <5 sec cycling) 

power the system off and on can result in the BMC being unable to control the 

chassis power on/off. No normal use case for a user to be DC cycling at this rate 

identified. 

Implication Users could get the system into a condition where an AC cycle would be required 

in order to return to normal operation.  

Status Fixed In BMC 01.14.7204 

Workaround None. This is not considered a normal use case to send multiple power cycle 

command to the BMC with less than 5 seconds between them.  
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ID Number EPSD100244507 

 Local Control Display Panel Option scrolls through all 

SEL events instead of just errors after updating to BMC 

1.06 

Problem The Local Control Display Panel is displaying all SEL events with the most recent 

SEL entry scrolling through the display continuously. 

Expected Behavior is: 

1.  Displays a banner when the system is healthy. The default banner is system 

name. One exception here is that when a user sets a custom string using the 

command, “Write LCD Custom String (0xB3)”, the set custom string will become 

the banner automatically, until the user changes the banner option in the banner 

configuration menu.  

2.  Displays an active error message when the system is not healthy  

NOTE: This defect was not seen in BMC 1.05.6802.  

Implication Operators may misconstrue the events displayed on the Local Control Display 

Panel as an error condition.  

Status Fix In Future BMC 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244513 

 BMC web console may incorrectly decode some BIOS 

POST Codes. 

Problem The BMC provides a list of POST codes in the Server Diagnostics section and a 

decode of their meanings. Since the same POST code value can be used in several 

sections of BIOS code, the BMC may not provide the correct interpretation of the 

code meaning. The codes are correct, just the meaning reported is suspect.   

Implication This should have a minimal impact as the codes are normally used for diagnostics 

of issues where the service person is looking for usually branches in POST.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.14.7204 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100026932 

 Alert Email Setting page title is different than the Help 

page title in the BMC Web Console. 

Problem In the BMC web console, configuration tab the Alert Email Settings help page is 

titled SMTP – Help. The content of the page is correct.   
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Implication No impact.  

Status Fix in BMC 1.07.6909 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244415 

 A curve ID 0x05 data issue in Cottonwood Pass FRUSDR 

1.01 

Problem An error in the SDR file causes sensor to be unreadable in this specific thermal 

profile in the Intel® Server Chassis P4000 Non Redundant Fan SKU. 

Implication Fan threshold may be incorrect causing fans to improperly ramp. 

Status Fix in FruSdr 1.02 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244443 

 12Gb SAS Bridgeboard Sensor 0x9E not Accessible  

Problem The BMC code does not contain the required information to access the new 12g 

bridge board sensors.   

Implication Customer using a 12g Bridge board will need to update to BMC 1.07. 

Status Fixed in BMC 1.07 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244476 

 IPMB Bridging commands to satellite controllers fail  

Problem The IPMB command to bridge to a satellite controller fails causing the system not 

to be able to read sensors on the other side of the bridge.   

Implication Sensor read fails. 

Status Fixed in BMC 1.07.6909 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244366 

 HDD drive presence log was logged during DC cycle 

stress 

Problem During cycling test spurious events indication Drive presence detected where 

randomly logged in 1 in ~1000 cycles.   

Implication Customer will see occasional entrees in the SEL similar to: 

Drive Slot, HDD 0 Status (#0xF0)        Informational event: HDD 0 Status reports 

drive presence 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.14.7204  

:HSBP FW 

Workaround None: No functional impact. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244363 

 BMC may log false throttling events in the SEL when a 

thermal Trip event occurs  

Problem A BMC coding error which causes throttling errors to be logged anytime a therm 

trip is logged. Therm Trip can be caused by the CPU thermals, the CPU internal 

power VR (FiVR), or the system memory.   

Implication Unnecessary SEL events which could lead debugger to an incorrect conclusion as 

to which path generated the Therm Trip.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.11.7046 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244410 

 SEL log cannot differentiate between Therm Trip and 

FIVR Fault. 

Problem BMC should differentiate between a Processor Therm Trip and a Processor FiVR 

fault.   

Implication SEL event for Therm Trip is not as useful as it could be.  

Status Fixed in BMC 1.07.6909 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244490 

 The BIOS isn't reporting QPI link errors 

Problem The BIOS does not currently report any QPI link errors to the BMC SEL log  

Implication Diagnostics of issue on the QPI path will be more difficult.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100026935 

 The Default Value of SOL and Console Redirection 

Problem Pressing the F9 key resets the defaults for Console redirection and SOL to the 

default disabled state.  

Implication Customers who rely on Console Redirection or SOL to manage their server could 

be locked out after an F9 restore default. 

Status Fix is BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround Customers can create custom defaults to load when F9 is pressed. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244490 

 ACPI tables HEST and BERT don't contain complete 

information 

Problem These ACPI tables record error events and are used by OSes to locate and report 

errors. The BIOS is not fully populating the information for some fatal errors 

(CATERR) that generate system resets (non-sticky bits).  

Implication Some Machine Check errors may not be reported to the OS logs.  

Status Will Not Fix 

Workaround BERT is functional.  There are no standard WHEA definitions for QPI error. No plan 

to fix this issue. 

  

ID Number EPSD100026931 

 Error message “Question value mismatch with Option 

value! Press Enter to continue” reported when disabling 

boot devices 

Problem When disabling and enabling multiple boot devices, the error message “Question 

value mismatch with Option value! Press Enter to continue” may be displayed. 
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Implication Users may need to reboot between disabling or enabling devices.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround Disable or enable one device at a time and reboot. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244412 

 RTC Status left enabled after some PCIe OpROM load 

causing potential for system hang  

Problem While testing the RMS3CC080, Intel found that the card OpROM enabled the RTC 

and fails to disable it on exit from the OpROM. If the RTC is then attempted to be 

re-enabled later, the system hangs.  

Implication The method used to detect this issue is not “normal” operation and is not 

expected to be seen in the field. The BIOS is investigating a workaround to disable 

the RTC status if a PCIe OpRom fails to do so on exit. 

Status No Fix: This issue is a result of a test tool incorrectly enabling a RTC without first 

setting the RTC configuration.   

Workaround None. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244439 

 PCIe fails to detect a card in custom riser 

Problem A custom riser design that split the x16 PCIe slot to 2 x8 PCIe slots could not 

detect a card in one slot.  

Implication Custom riser is not fully functional. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244442 

 After disabling NIC controllers, the OPROM for the 

controllers are still displayed and configurable.  

Problem If all NIC controllers are set to disabled, the OpROM should be disabled and 

grayed out.  

Implication If OpROM space was low, disabling the NICs would not free more space. 

Status No Fix : Documentation error. Code is working as expected allowing configuration.  

Workaround None. 
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ID Number EPSD100244429 

 The system sporadically hangs at post code 0x89  

Problem During DC Boot cycling test using Suse 11 SP3, a sighting of a sporadic system 

hang with POST code 0x89 displayed was reported. Indications are this is related 

to a KVM being used on the system in the test lab. No Hangs occurred after KVM 

was disconnected. Systems cycling to EFI also did not hang.  

Implication When using Suse 11 SP3, some models of KVM may experience this sporadic hang 

(~ 1 in 30 DC boot cycles). The issue is not seen on direct connect or on all models 

of KVM. 

Status WIP 

Workaround Reboot the system. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244429 EPSD100244978 

 Reset after CATERR leaves system in a hung state  

Problem CATERRs should rarely occur, but if they do the server has 2 options:  

1) Reset the system and resume operation. 

2) Hang the system for debug. 

The second option is intended for 3rd level debug using an ITP. 

The 1st option is not currently resetting the system as expected and the system 

hangs on the reset. In some cases an SMI time out occurs which then does reset 

the system and restores operation.   

Implication System may hang and not recover.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.10.7004 \ BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244388 EPSD100244371 EPSD100244380 

EPSD100244387 EPSD100244374 

 The SYSCFG tool is not able to set the "Resume AC 

power loss" parameter using the command "syscfg /s 

syscfg.ini /f /b" 

Problem Syscfg tool cannot set the “Resume on AC power lost” parameter as expected. 

Implication Customer may have to manually set value in BIOS setup. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround Customer may have to manually set value in BIOS setup. 
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ID Number EPSD100244367 EPSD100026821 

 The system will delay longer (30 seconds) when Reset to 

Default is done in BIOS UEFI boot mode 

Problem When restoring defaults in the UEFI boot mode, the time required is noticeably 

longer than in Legacy boot mode and may be misconstrued as a system hang. 

Implication Customers need to be aware and give the system 30 seconds to complete. New 

UEFI NIC drives in future BIOS should resolve this issue.   

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244393 

 uEFI iSCSI boot configuration is lost after reboot  

Problem When configuring iSCSI, the initiator name must be specified. This may not be 

intuitive to many users since many platforms provide a default name.   

Implication Customer failing to provide an iSCSI initiator name during configuration will lose 

the configuration after reboot.    

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008  

 : Pop –up will appear if user tries to save without a name.  

New ESRT2 EFI Option Rom in BIOS 

Workaround Customer always needs to provide a name for the iSCSI initiator such as 

"iqn.1987-05.com.intel:<MAC-ADDRESS>".   

ID Number EPSD100026331 

 [WHQL] Debug Capability Test (Logo) failed when MMIO is 

enabled 

Problem Kernel debug over NIC (KDNET) is new for WS2012 and WS2012 R2. Debug 

Capability Test passed with serial port and NIC when MMIO>4GB is disabled.  For 

WHQL, only one debug port passed is needed to pass the test for certification.    

Implication Customer will see this message if a workaround is not configured. 

System.Exception: Kernel debugging over the network fails due to UNDI driver 

failed UndiDriverStart call. error code -1073741823.Please address the problem 

or run the test from another debug connection. at 

KernelDebugLogoTestSetup.DebugSetupVerifier.DebugSetupVerify() 

Status No Fix 

Workaround Customer needs to set MMIO>4GB to use KDNET. 
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ID Number EPSD100240251 

 Secondary SATA info loading before Primary SATA info 

Problem During initiation, the Secondary SATA control is configured before the primary 

resulting in drives being listed in an unexpected order. 

Implication No functional impact 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100244587 

 Incorrect ACPI table causes NUMA issues in Linux 

Problem NUMA settings not being set up properly when COD is disabled (BIOS default 

settings). This results in the inability of drivers to set affinitive to proper core and 

subsequently cause unnecessary traffic across the QPI link affecting performance 

of Infiniband cards.    

 

Expected behavior:  

When executing the following commands  

 [root@ehs113 ~]# cat /sys/devices/*/*/numa_node 

/sys/devices/*/*/*/numa_node | grep -c -e '-1'  

199  

[root@ehs113 ~]#  cat /sys/devices/*/*/numa_node 

/sys/devices/*/*/*/numa_node | grep -c -e '0'  

2  

 

Expected results would be  

~ 22 for the value of 0  

~ 10-12 for the value of 1  

~ 150 for value of -1  

 

instead of the 199 and 2 as noted above.  

 

Implication Degradation in expected performance in this configuration. 

Status Fix in Future BIOS 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100244594 

 System booted with only 1 QPI link trained and no errors 
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were reported 

Problem During system initialization the CPU trains link width and speed for the QPI BUS. In 

the case of a damaged circuit board it was found that BIOS did not currently 

checking this training to insure that the optimal link width and speed are achieved.  

Implication Potential unreported impact to system performance. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244511 

 1600W PSU Fan Oscillation 

Problem It was observed during testing at high ambient temperature that the PSU fan 

speed would oscillate rather than run at a steady or increased state. Ideal fan 

curves should be such that the fan speed ramps smoothly up or down based on 

the system temperature.  

Implication Customers may notice unusual noise as the fan oscillates.   

Status Fix in BMC 01.11.7046 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100243688 

 BMC Web GUI is inaccessible after High frequency network 

scan 

Problem During a Network security IT scan at very high frequency (dos attack), it was found 

that the BMC could not process the incoming packets resulting in an overflow 

condition that caused the BMC to kill non critical functions such as the Web 

Interface. The BMC code was able to implement a change that will generate a BMC 

reset to automatically restore operation in the event a this type dos attack 

saturated the BMC allowing full recovery. 

Implication Customers may notice SEL log events and brief loss of network contact to the BMC 

during the dos event.    

Status Fixed in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100241497 

 The BMC cannot be contacted until AC power cycle after 

restoring defaults 

Problem If the user restores the BMC to factory defaults through the BWC/EWS, then enters 

the BIOS and sets up the LAN configuration for the BMC, they will not be able to 

contact the BMC over Ethernet until the server has been AC power cycled. 

Implication AC cycle to reconnect after restoring BMC default.    

Status Fixed in BMC 01.06.6835 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100243816 

 The BMC shows sensor for PS2 when it is not present 

Problem PSU2 sensors reporting present when PSU2 is not installed in the systems due to 

a coding error in the SDR file which loaded this PSU2 sensor when PSU1 was 

detected. 

Implication The SEL reports PS2's presence being detected - deasserted.  

Status Fixed in FRUSDR 1.03 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100026893 

 i350 (Powerville) IOM OpROM doesn't load during post 

Problem On boards using 10G LOM, the 1g option rom is disabled. Due to a coding error, 

the 1G IOM option rom was disabled as well.  

Implication 1G IOM i350 cannot be used as a bootable device or custom configured. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244174 

 Security vulnerability on SMI GetVariable interface was 

captured by SeCOE 

Problem BIOS Get Variable SMI allows caller to provide a buffer of physical memory which 

might overlap with SMRAM. 

Implication Malicious software might inject malicious code into SMRAM. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244574 

 SMASH can start a SOL session when SOL is disabled on 

all channels 

Problem With all channels disabled for SOL, SMASH can still start a SOL 

connection.  SMASH does not act any different if the SOL channels are enabled, or 

disabled. 

Expected behavior:  If SOL is disabled on a BMC channel then SOL should not be 

able to be started through any application, including SMASH.  

Implication By using SMASH a user with a valid BMC administrator can start a SOL session 

without having to first enable the SOL.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.11.7046 

Workaround None. 

  

ID Number EPSD100026971 

 DC cycling test will get some failed messages after IPMI on 

and IPMI soft off 

Problem After running 1000 IPMI DC cycling test, intermittently some IPMI commands did 

not complete successfully. 

Implication Commands such as Chassis Power Off may not work on first transmission.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround In the event the IPMI command fails to complete, resend the command.  

  

ID Number EPSD100244671 EPSD100245351 
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 AC power on / off cycle stepping test fail 

Problem While running an AC power fail test where AC turns on and off in the following 

time intervals resulted in Nodes losing track of the Power last state and failed to 

power back on. 

 1/2 sec on --> 1/2 sec off --> 1sec on --> 1sec off --> 2sec on --> 2sec off --> 

4sec on --> 4sec off --> .... --> until 32sec on --> 32sec off 

Implication The shuddering AC power may require the operator to power on the system after 

the AC fail event. 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.14.7204 

Workaround Power on via front panel, EWS or IPMI.   

  

ID Number EPSD100244596 

 "Post DXE driver errors" logged after every power cycle. 

Problem This is a Legacy memory region overflow due to more OpROMs and larger size 

than expected. This is a design limitation with no plan to fix.  

However the BIOS control logic for NIC OpROM had a fault that caused IOM's FCoE 

not to be disabled which consumed some of the available option rom space. 

Implication Customer needs to disable unneeded option ROM. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0004 

Workaround Because legacy option Rom space is limited, disabling unneeded option ROM is 

recommended or moving to uEFI boot OSes which do not have the legacy 

limitations.  

  

ID Number EPSD100026173 

 Driver Health Protocol (DHP) not working correctly for 

ESRT2 in UEFI mode. 

Problem The BIOS does not report DHP errors caused by drive Timestamp changes. The 

Software RAID Configuration Utility reports these errors, but a user could boot in a 

degraded status. Future BIOS will include a fix to make this a fatal POST error 

requiring the user to resolve the issue before completing POST.  

Implication Customer could boot into OS with drives in unhealthy status.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0007 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100244147 EPSD100240602 EPSD100243525 

 PCIe SSDs do not show as present in the EWS 

Problem PCIe SSDs do not show as present in the EWS. 

Implication Drives if present are fully functional and configurable, only the present is not being 

reported to the BMC.  

Status Fix in BMC 01.13.7172 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100245035 EPSD100244850 EPSD100245037 

 BMC Auto Config Status events incorrect 

Problem Auto Config Status events should be Type 03 not 6F which could lead to confusion 

when interpreting SEL events.  

Implication 3rd party tools that interpret SEL events may incorrectly decode this event type. 

Status Fixed BMC 01.14.7204 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244946 EPSD100244948 EPSD100244949 

EPSD100244950 

 Update of OpenSSL code to address CVE issues 

Problem New CVE issues which could adversely impact system operation. 

CVE-2014-3513 & CVE-2014-3567 - Attacker can cause a memory leak. This will 

cause the BMC to reset, and can be applied continuously. 

 

CVE-2014-3568 & CVE-2014-3566 - User can authenticate with SSL3 even 

though it is less secure than TLS. 

Implication The first could be used as a Denial of Service attack to the RMM remote 

management and cause unusually fan ramping and SEL entries. No impact to OS. 

The 2nd are low risk man in the middle exploits due to Intel RMM implementation.   

Status Fixed in BMC 01.11.7046 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244829 
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 EWS login failed during run DC cycle after ~700 

consecutive logins 

Problem During an extended DC cycling test logging in and out of the EWS on each cycle, 

the system lost HTTP access after ~700 cycles. Reestablishing the network link or 

restarting the BMC restored normal operation.  

Implication This is not considered a normal use case to rapidly cycle and log in and out of the 

EWS. It is unlikely to occur in the field.   

Status Fixed in BMC 01.15.7272 

Workaround Reset the BMC using an IPMI BMC cold reset command. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244738 

 Unplug USB scanner and then re-plug scanner back in, 

USB scanner is inactive in EFI 

Problem If a USB bar code scanner is unplug then reconnected, the scanner is not 

recognized in EFI mode. OS mode does not have this issue.  

Implication This is not considered a normal use case but could impact manufacturing 

factories.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008  

: Related to scanners being low speed USB devices. 

Workaround Connect USB scanner prior to booting into EFI. 

  

ID Number EPSD100244944 

 BIOS setup option for Reset on ERR[2] is not functioning 

Problem ERR[2] are a class of fatal errors. If one of these errors occurs, the system will hang 

rather than reset as intended.   

Implication ERR[2] should not occur on a system except in a sever failure condition which 

would require additional debug.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.15.7272 

Workaround None 

  

ID Number EPSD100244208 
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 SEL intermittently reports therm trip 

Problem Random therm trip event log in SEL when system is sitting idle and nothing is hot.  

The issue was root caused to an incorrect response from a DIMM memory register. 

Reading this register is not required. BIOS disabled reads.  

Implication Customer could see Therm Trip in the SEL log and a flashing amber status LED.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0005 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100027051 

 Failing to logout or close EWS browser can result in EWS 

being unreachable after ~ 2000 log-in’s. 

Problem Each log-in to the EWS creates an open thread in the BMC code. Logging out or 

closing the browser ends these threads. 

 

Implication If BMC exceeds maximum number of open threads, log in will be rejected 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.13.7172 

Workaround AC cycle to restart BMC 

ID Number EPSD100245078 EPSD100027014 EPSD100244850 

 AutoCfg Status messages appear periodically in SEL during 

power cycling. 

Problem If power is turned off during an auto-config cycle various auto-config errors can be 

logged. 

  

Implication SEL may log erroneous errors during a power cycle. No operational impact. 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.14.7204 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245114 EPSD100245075 

 "Unable to establish LAN session" failure during cycling 

test. 
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Problem During an automated extended cycling testing, access to the BMC EWS via the 

Network could not be established in ~ 1 out of 500 cycles on a few systems being 

tested. Not all test systems reproduce this issue.  

Implication Customer may not be able to access system via BMC.  

Status WIP 

Workaround AC cycle or removing and reconnecting network cable restored the connection.  A 

BMC reset should also restore if preformed in OS.  

UPDATE: This issue is still being investigated as separate from the DC issue 

EPSD100245440, but test teams have not been able to reproduce the issue after 

moving to the newer code.  

 

ID Number EPSD100245152 

 SMBIOS problem cause the latest IDA7.17.RC6 boot failure 

with the 12G SAS RS3LC bridge 

Problem SMBIOS table error when using processors with single Home Agent results in 

incorrect type 16 and type 17 tables resulting in the IDA tool failing with an 

exception. 

Implication IDA7.17.RC6 will not function with single home agent CPUs prior to the new bios 

being loaded 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None. 

ID Number EPSD100243827  EPSD100244480 

 Selecting wrong boot device in RH7 results in system hang. 
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Problem After loading RHEL 7 UEFI aware OS, both the Red hat Linux and the HDD will 

appear in the boot option menu.  

Red Hat Enterprise Linux  

Launch EFI Shell  

UEFI IPV4: Intel I350 Network 00 at Baseboard  

UEFI IPV6: Intel I350 Network 00 at Baseboard  

UEFI IPV4: Intel I350 Network 01 at Baseboard  

UEFI IPV6: Intel I350 Network 01 at Baseboard  

UEFI WD WD6000BLXH-01V7BV0 WD-WXD0CB9K1810 

If the HDD is selected the system will hang.  

Implication This OS requires the newer BIOS code.  

Otherwise,  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0006 

Workaround Operator must select the Red Hat boot option. 

ID Number EPSD100026915 

 The storage card 81605Z HDD not detected when inserted 

in the riser4_slot4_PCIex16. 

Problem Cards in this slot were not being detected due to a coding error in the IRQ routing 

to the incorrect CPU.  

Implication Cards not detected as HDD 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0006 

Workaround None 

 

ID Number EPSD100245450 EPSD100245145 EPSD100245449 

 IPMI commands to BMC not working on first attempt 

Problem During automated test, some IPMI command did not take effect on first attempt. 

Implication The BMC IPMI interface is a lower priority that other BMC functions. It is possible 

for incoming IPMI command to time out or be rejected in favor of the BMC 

performing other required functions. (fan speed control, SEL logging , etc.) Test 

tools and users should keep this in mind and design the tool functionality to 
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monitor for completion messages and perform retries if necessary.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 : Intel tool no longer seeing this issue. See Implication. 

Workaround Tools should be aware that retries may be required 

ID Number EPSD100245307 

 [X] Pressing multiple F6 from SOL or console skips 

through boot manager. 

Problem When using SOL or serial console redirection and the operator presses and holds 

or presses several time F6 to enter into the boot selection menu, the system is 

interpreting the multiple F6’s as an ESC sequence and exiting the boot menu,  

Implication Customer may have difficulty entering F6 boot menu 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround Press F6 once or no faster than once every few seconds. 

ID Number EPSD100245060 

 System intermittently reboots due to watchdog timer 

failure when in BIOS 

Problem Sighting of system sitting BIOS set-up and then rebooting due to Watchdog 2 

timeouts. The watchdog timer should be disabled by BIOS when entering BIOS 

set-up. This may be related to EPSD100245450. 

Implication Systems left in set-up might reboot. 

Status Fix in Future BIOS 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245126 

 PCT Comprehensive tests reports an error for 

BLOCKIODRIVE using some RAID cards. 
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Problem The Platform Confidence Test (PCT) may report a BLOCKIODRIVE error and fail 

when using RS3FC044 RAID cards. This is believed to be due to the RAID card 

incorrectly reporting that it supports Extensions64Bit. 

Implication Test generates a false failure that does not affect normal operation. 

Status WIP 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100026973 

 Dual port IB IOM G52882-351 is showed as "single-port" 

description in BIOS setup menu. 

Problem BIOS incorrectly reports this IOM as a single port device rather than a dual port. 

Implication The error is in the item description not the functionality.  

Status Fixed in Bios R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245143 

 PCI slots are reporting erroneous slot numbers 

Problem Some OSes read PCI slot numbering from the BIOS and report it to the OS.  

The Intel Server Platforms use a numbering scheme as defined in the BIOS EPS to 

support numerous combinations of riser cards and slots. Because of this, the value 

reported by the OS will not match the physical slot numbers on the platforms.  

Implication No functional impact 

Status Not a Defect 

Workaround None. 
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ID Number EPSD100245440 

 S2600CW LAN1 link down when doing DC cycle test  

Problem During DC cycling test, the S2600CW 10Gb SKU, Lan 1 reported a Lan Leash Lost 

to the BMC via this Lan connection after ~ 100 DC cycles.  AC cycle or OS based 

lan initialization required to recover from issue.     

Implication Access to BMC via this lan path lost. 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0007 

Workaround Disable PXE oprom will prevent issue from occurring 

ID Number EPSD100027078 

 The help text "Intel(R) ESRT2 (LSI*)" RAID mode does not 

match with current bios behavior. 

Problem Help text updated to reflect new support of EUFI ESRT2   

Implication None: Feature Add 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245480   EPSD100245498 

 TPM 2.0 enabling support 

Problem The TPM PEIM is not dispatched due to the max number limitation of PEIM. Adjust 

the max number of PEIM and the issue is fixed. 

Implication TPM 2.0 will not function on BIOS version earlier than BIOS R01.01.0008 

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100027076 

 [SMBIOS] Type 8 no information for NGFF (M.2) device 

Problem The M.2 port has not been defined in SMBIOS type 8 table in S2600CW BIOS 

Implication SMBIOS table will not report information for this device  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245810   EPSD100245811 

 Syscfg_v13.1.4:a lot of invalid BIOS items displayed in 

syscfg.ini by command:syscfg /s syscfg.ini /f /b 

Problem The BIOS configuration tool, SYSCFG, displays BIOS setting that cannot be 

modified with the tool and attempting to modify them may result is errors. 

Implication Customer confusion on BIOS settings that can be modified.  

Status Fixed in BIOS R01.01.0008 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245382 EPSD100245532 EPSD100245535 

 Riser Voltage Fault (#0xD1) reports it has been asserted 

during boot to OS 

Problem Erroneous Riser voltage faults logged to SEL due to code race condition and 

PWR_GOOD.  

Implication No function impact, but the fault could lead a customer to replace components 

unnecessarily  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround None 

 

ID Number EPSD100245539  

 BMC sporadically stops responding to network IPMI 
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requests 

Problem BMC sporadically stops responding to network IPMI requests during rapid DC 

cycling test. Issue caused by rapid cycling spawning excessive threads in BMC 

memory.   

Implication Recommend allowing several seconds between commands and DC cycles.  

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245559  

 Cannot set "User Lockout Time (min)" to 0 in ews-

Configuration-Security Settings page 

Problem The Help text states that a User Lockout Time of 0 is valid; however, 0 cannot be 

set in the EWS browser.   

Implication Setting the User Lockout time to 0 is not recommend as it would make it easier for 

an unauthorized user to compromise and access the BMC.    

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245760  

 SDR 3rd party chassis error message misleading to 

customers. 

Problem When loading the SDR on a 3rd party chassis, the flash tool will display a message 

stating: "Error parsing CFG file at line xxx." "Get status failed (0x83)". "Failed to 

update SDR/CFG file".  

This message indicates that the Intel chassis components were not found and the 

customer will need to select legacy mode to continue and complete the FRUSDR 

update. 

Implication The wording of the error is confusing and has been changed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.17.7464 

Workaround None 
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ID Number EPSD100027162  

 System still can be power on when front panel 

temperature is higher than 60 

Problem When using PEF to set alert response to high temperature, the system was found 

to be able to power on even if the PEF instruction was to power off.  

Implication This optional PEF is rarely used and the issue is fixed in BMC 01.18.7601 

Status Fixed in BMC 01.18.7601 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100027160  EPSD100027277 

 Only detect 750 Watt Power Supply (DC Input) Module 1 

Problem 2nd DC power supply SDR not loaded when 2 DC power supplies installed  

Implication Senor and status information for PSU 2 will not be reported and power statics may 

be incorrect 

Status Fixed in WT_FRUSDR 1.06 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245788  

 Wrong product name H2300TP during FRUSDR update 

Problem FRUSDR update incorrectly identifies platform as “Intel(R) Server System H2300TP 

Product Family” instead of “Intel(R) Server Chassis H2000G Product Family”. 

Implication No functional impact, but could cause customer confusion.   

Status Fixed in TP_FRUSDR 1.04 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245790  

 Wrong product name H2200KP during FRUSDR update 
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Problem FRUSDR update incorrectly identifies platform as “Intel(R) Server System H2200KP 

Product Family” instead of “Intel(R) Server Chassis H2200KP Product Family” . 

Implication No functional impact, but could cause customer confusion.   

Status Fixed in KP_FRUSDR 1.04 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100245556 

 The "Ctrl+Alt+Del" button on the KVM window does not 

always work when SUT is in EFI 

Problem After clicking CTRL ALT DEL in the EWS remote console, the system does not 

always reboot on the first click.  

Implication Customer may need to click the button several times before it takes effect.  

Status WIP 

Workaround Customer may need to click the button several times before it takes effect 

ID Number EPSD100246351 

 If Boot Mode set to UEFI via ITK then “Launch EFI Shell” 

option will be missed in Boot Menu (F6) 

Problem ITK (Intel Tool Kit) is a customization tool for OEMs. When using this tool and 

changing the defaults to uEFI boot mode, the option to “Launch EFI Shell” is not 

present in the Boot manager.  

Implication OEM customer may not be able to access the UEFI shell for code updates. 

Status WIP 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100027156 

 There is no event logged for sensor "Voltage Fault" on riser 

3 

Problem Validation test found that when WT riser 3 experienced a voltage fault, nothing 

was logged to the SEL 
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Implication Riser 3 sensor detection is not being reported correctly 

Status Fix in future BMC 

Workaround None 

ID Number EPSD100246325 

 When in EFI shell and using the Remote KVM feature, 

typing a character using the Shift key will not work on 1st 

try 

Problem When the user is using the BMC KVM to view the system and is in the EFI shell, if 

they try to type a character that requires the Shift key, the 1st attempt won't type 

anything.  The second and any attempt after that will work, until the user releases 

the Shift key.  Then if they press it again to type a character it won't type the 1st 

time and will work for the 2nd one and every time after that. 

Implication Customers will not get the first shifted keyboard entry. 

Status WIP 

Workaround None 
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